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Abstract
We present here the complete methodology of the microscopic analysis of dental calculus deposits
(DCD), a calcified residue frequently found on the surface of teeth, for both forensic and
anthropological/osteo-archeological purposes. Its sampling and analysis seem straightforward and
relatively reproducible. Samples studied by direct optical microscope (OM) or scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) provide many cytological, histological, and elemental analyses observations, i.e.
precious data for the identification of these remains, the reconstitution of their alimentation and
occupational habits, and propositions for manner of death.

Introduction
We describe here the complete protocol of dental calculus deposits (DCD) examination for forensic or
osteo-archaeological/anthropological purposes, using classical optical microscope (OM) and scanning
electronic microscope (SEM), in order to identify any tissue or, at least, cellular fragments still present
in this substance that could be helpful for the determination of the individual habits (with a pur- pose
of identification) and/or pathologies (with a purpose of determination of a manner of death). It
consisted in a direct application of microscopic examination coupled with an elemental surface
analysis.

Procedure
Sampling: for each individual, two 3–5-mm-long fragments of DCD are sampled directly from the teeth
(lingual position of mandibular premolar or molar) with sterile or decontaminated surgical
instruments, and deposed in sterile box without any conservative agent.
Samples are then cleaned by a fine scraping with non-contami- nating plastic instruments and a
delicate vaporization of pressured air on all the faces during 10 min. No gold covering is realized in
order to be able to perform elemental analysis on the surface.
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) examination of each sample is directly performed
on a Philips XL30 CP with X-ray micro- analysis (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy). The resolution
of the microscope is 3.5 nm at 30 kV using the secondary electron detector. All images are stored
using a standard resolution digital frame store.
A study with optical microscope is also carried out on other samples of DCD.
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The methodology employed for the sampling and preparation of DCD was:
The first step consists in a very fine fragmentation of the sam- ple. This is justified by the fact that DCD
has no architecture of its own and that this fragmentation does not consist in a loss of information
(since we worked in a microscopic scale). In addition, this reduction allows for a better penetration of
the fixative substances.
In order to rehydrate and fix the samples, they are immersed in 20% diluted acetic acid for 48 h, in
order to slowly decalcify the fragments of DCD.
A solution is obtained using the following two phases: a liquid phase made of the DCD in suspension
and a solid-phase slope. These two phases are studied separately.
The cytological analysis of the DCD in suspension began with the sampling of 200 lL from the
supernatant. This liquid is then centrifuged (800 turns per minute for 10 min) in order to obtain two
spots per slide. Four slides are produced by sample: two slides are colored by the technique of
Papanicolaou after a fixing of the spots with a lacquer; the two other slides are colored by the technique
of the May–Grünwald–Giemsa (MGG) after fixing of the spots to the air.
The study of the remaining solid phase (base of centrifugation) is carried out after a new centrifugation
(3500 turns per minute for 10 min). The supernatant is kept in reserve (for a later possible cytological
study) while the base is recuperated then fixed 24 h in the AFA (acetic acid, formaldehyde and alcohol).
Soon after fixation and decalcification, the sample is put in cassette on a foam, followed by the
traditional circuit of inclusion (dehydratation in xylene and increasing alcohol baths, then inclusion in
liquid paraffin, cooling, section with the microtome (from 6 to 10 lm), deposit on an albumenized slide,
air-drying free, dewaxing and rehydratation by immersion in xylene then in increasing alcohol baths to
distilled water). Four colorations are carried out for each sample: periodic acid Schiff (PAS), Gram,
toluidine blue and hematoxylin–eosin-saffron (HES).
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